THE KILLER ASTEROID
Situation:
An asteroid is hurtling towards Earth that will destroy humanity and leave the planet
uninhabitable for three years. Fortunately scientists and engineers have created a bunker that
will sustain seven individuals long enough for them to be able to repopulate the Earth in the
near future. This bunker contains all the necessary material, supplies, and animals required
for survival and repopulation. After the asteroid hits these seven individuals will be the only
humans left on Earth.
As a member of a selection committee it’s your responsibility to choose these seven
individuals from a list of twelve finalists. These seven survivors will be responsible for
carrying on the history and culture of the human race.
12 Survivors:
1. Allen – Is an atheist, retired medical doctor, general practitioner and chief of Surgery
at MD Anderson for past 25 years.
2. Belle – Elementary school teacher, aptitude for cooking, sewing, and a great multitasker, diagnosed with ovarian cancer 10 years ago. She has been in remission for 2
years.
3. Manuel – Member of Dallas PD SWAT, Army vet, did two tours during Iraqi
Freedom, lifelong hunter and survivalist, has been known to have a short temper and
lash out at others.
4. Sally – Native American, athletic, gold and silver medal winner in 2008 Olympics in
track and field, however all of her medals were taken away because she was caught
doping (cheating) She has recently opened a training facility for underprivileged youth
athletes.
5. Charles – Organic farmer, high school dropout, devout Catholic with strong traditional
ideals, he’s also very opinionated.
6. Hillary – African American, career politician, headstrong, highly educated and highly
respected, strong family connection and has 3 kids. In the past she’s been accused of
taking bribes, however she’s never been convicted.
7. John – Caucasian, billionaire, American celebrity, highly intelligent inventor with
suspected business dealing through Osama Bin Laden and Al Qaeda, also a prominent
member of the gay-rights community.

8. Miya – Japanese registered nurse, advanced degrees in Biology and Nursing, very
capable and knowledgeable. Does not speak English, however she’s learning quickly.

9. William – A structural engineer, very good at designing and building structures. 10 years
ago, fell off a ladder and broke his hip, since that time he has struggled with an addiction
to prescription pain killers.
10. Nikki – Popular musician, very egotistical, famous, had made a string of #1 hits, likes to
“party”, multilingual (speaks German, Spanish, French, and English).
11. Hiroshi – Chinese-American genius, Ph.D. in Advanced Mathematics, good English
skills, introvert, has dealt with serious social and group anxiety for several years, very
quiet.
12. Sofia – Episcopalian Preacher, champion of gay rights, outspoken, wrote several books in
Women in Leadership, still learning to speak English. Husband and children were
recently killed in a drunken driving accident.
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